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by Neil Patrick Harris
New member Emily helps the Magic
Misfits when a ventriloquist with a
dastardly plan comes to town

Teaming up with her LeafWing friends in a
plot to destroy the genocidal HiveWings,
Sundew the dragon uncovers an ancient
secret with the power to destroy all of
Pantala.
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by Tracey West

by Victoria Schwab

When a terrible earthquake destroys the
crops throughout Bracken, Drake
embarks on a series of Dragon Master
tests in the hope of visiting a secret fairy
world to ask the Spring Dragon for help
saving the kingdom.

A sequel to the best-selling City of Ghosts
finds Cass accompanying her parents to
haunted sites in Paris, where the
accidental awakening of a frighteningly
strong spirit challenges her skills as a
beginner ghosthunter.
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by John David Anderson

by Terri Libenson

A boy from an unconventional family
attends the funeral of his motorcycleriding, crossbow-hunting grandfather
and tries to uncover the truth about his
grandfather's complicated relationship
with the boy's jelly-bean designer father.

A longtime best friendship is put to the
test at the end of seventh grade when
two members of a popular clique
become divided over their priorities about
dressing fashionably and pursuing older
interests.
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A standalone tale in the best-selling
series, tensions rise among five lakeside
Clans before their frustrations are pinned
on rogue cats, a situation that finds a
deputy torn between her duty and what
she knows is right.

by Jessica Townsend
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by Lisa Greenwald

by Sharon Creech

A follow-up to 11 Before 12 is told from
Ari's point of view and finds her teaming
up with BFF Kaylan to pursue 12 new
goals for a next middle school year
marked by boys, bat mitzvahs, family
trauma and friendship drama.

Caring for a sickly newborn mini-donkey
despite everyone's skepticism about the
creature's fragility, Louie finds their
growing bond shaped by remarkable,
life-altering events.

A sequel to Nevermoor: The Trials of
Morrigan Crow finds Morrigan and her
best friend, Hawthorne Swift, assuming
their studies as proud scholars in the
elite Wundrous Society.

